With the wide application of wireless sensor networks in military and environmental monitoring, security issues have become increasingly prominent. Data exchanged over wireless sensor networks is vulnerable to malicious attacks due to the lack of physical defense equipment. Therefore, corresponding schemes of intrusion detection are urgently needed to defend against such attacks. Considering the serious class imbalance of the intrusion dataset, this paper proposes a method of using the synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) to balance the dataset and then uses the random forest algorithm to train the classifier for intrusion detection. The simulations are conducted on a benchmark intrusion dataset, and the accuracy of the random forest algorithm has reached 92.39%, which is higher than other comparison algorithms. After oversampling the minority samples, the accuracy of the random forest combined with the SMOTE has increased to 92.57%. This shows that the proposed algorithm provides an effective solution to solve the problem of class imbalance and improves the performance of intrusion detection.
Introduction
The wireless sensor network is a distributed intelligent network system. It is composed of a large number of micro sensor nodes deployed in the detection area, which have the ability of wireless communication and computing. It can accomplish the assigned tasks independently according to the changes of environment. With the rapid development of wireless sensor technology, embedded computing technology, wireless communication technology, and distributed information processing technology, wireless sensor networks have very broad application prospects, such as national defense, ecological observation, environmental monitoring, medical security, space exploration, volcano observation, architecture, and city management, etc. [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Wireless sensor networks can realize real-time monitoring, sensing and collecting information of various environments or monitoring objects through the cooperation of various integrated micro-sensors. Then the information is processed by embedded system. Finally, the perceived information is transmitted to the user terminal by multi-hop relay through random self-organizing wireless communication network. In this process, the sensor nodes are located in a large area without protection or in a harsh environment, which makes them easy to be captured and leak sensitive information. Excessive security mechanisms of wireless sensor networks is not suitable for resource-constrained sensor networks. The characteristics of wireless jump communication make it easier to be eavesdropped, jammed, and attacked. The low cost of sensor nodes also makes it easy network attacks based on features hidden in the data of network behavior. Through the analysis of large datasets, understandable patterns or models are explored, the intrusion patterns for anomaly detection are effectively extracted, and the classifiers used to detect attacks are constructed [25, 26] . The intrusion detection system based on data mining is more flexible and easier to deploy. In this paper, an intrusion detection model for wireless sensor networks is proposed. A data mining algorithm called random forest is applied in intrusion detection for wireless sensor networks. The random forest algorithm is an ensemble classification and regression method, and it is one of the most effective data mining technologies [27, 28] .
One of the challenges of intrusion detection for wireless sensor networks is the imbalance of intrusion, such as Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, which have more connections than probing attacks, user to root (U2R) attacks, and root to local (R2L) attacks. Most data mining algorithms attempt to minimize the overall error rate, but this will increase the error rate for identifying minority intrusions. In the actual wireless sensor network environment, minority attacks are more dangerous than the majority of attacks. Considering the serious class imbalance of the intrusion dataset, synthetic minority oversampling technology (SMOTE) is adopted to balance the dataset, which effectively improves the detection performance of minority intrusions.
Lee et al. [29] proposed a hybrid approach for real-time network intrusion detection systems (NIDS). They adopt the random forest (RF) for feature selection. RF provides the variable importance by numeric values so that the irrelevant features can be eliminated. The experimental results show the proposed approach is faster and more lightweight than the previous approaches while guaranteeing high detection rates so that it is suitable for real-time NIDS. Singh et al. [30] used the parallel processing power of Mahout to build random forest-based decision tree model, which was applied to the problem of peer-to-peer botnet detection in quasi-real-time. The random forest algorithm was chosen because the problem of botnet detection has the requirements of high accuracy of prediction, ability to handle diverse bots, ability to handle data characterized by a very large number and diverse types of descriptors, ease of training, and computational efficiency. Ronao et al. [31] proposed a random forest with weighted voting (WRF) and principal components analysis (PCA) as a feature selection technique for the task of detecting database access anomalies. RF exploits the inherent tree-structure syntax of SQL queries, and its weighted voting scheme further minimizes false alarms. Experiments showed that WRF achieved the best performance, even on very skewed data.
Taft et al. [32] applied SMOTE as an enhanced sampling method in a sparse dataset to generate prediction models to identify adverse drug events (ADE) in women admitted for labor and delivery based on patient risk factors and comorbidities. By creating synthetic cases with the SMOTE algorithm and using a 10-fold cross-validation technique, they demonstrated improved performance of the naïve Bayes and the decision tree algorithms. Sun et al. [33] proposed a new imbalance-oriented SVM method that combines the synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE) with the Bagging ensemble learning algorithm and uses SVM as the base classifier. It is named as the SMOTE-Bagging-based SVM-ensemble (SB-SVM-ensemble), which is theoretically more effective for financial distress prediction (FDP) modeling based on imbalanced datasets with a limited number of samples. Santos et al. [34] proposed a new cluster-based oversampling approach robust to small and imbalanced datasets, which accounts for the heterogeneity of patients with hepatocellular carcinoma, and a representative dataset was built based on K-means clustering and the SMOTE algorithm, which was used as a training example for different machine learning procedures.
The intrusion detection for wireless sensor networks mainly solves the classification problem of normal data and attack data. To improve the situation of class imbalance of the dataset, this paper proposed a classification method of random forest combined with the SMOTE. A random forest is a combined classifier that uses the method of resampling to extract multiple samples from the original samples and trains the sample set obtained by each sampling to establish a decision tree. Then these decision trees is combined together to form the random forest. The classification results of each decision tree are combined by voting to finally complete the classification prediction. The main content of the SMOTE is to insert new samples that are generated randomly between minority class samples and their neighbors, which can increase the number of minority class samples. In this paper, SMOTE is used to oversample the dataset, then the training set is reconstructed and the original data of class imbalance is balanced. After that, the random forest algorithm is used to train the new training set and the classifier is generated to realize the intrusion detection for wireless sensor networks.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 describes the principle of SMOTE. Section 3 describes the random forest algorithm. Section 4 describes the intrusion detection technology combined with SMOTE and random forest. Section 5 describes experimental results and analysis, including dataset, evaluation indicators, results and comparison. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the paper.
Principle of SMOTE
Synthetic minority oversampling technology (SMOTE) is a heuristic oversampling technique proposed by Chawla et al. to solve the problem of class imbalance [35] . It has significantly improved the situation of over-fitting caused by non-heuristic random oversampling method, so it has been widely used in the field of class imbalance in recent years. The core idea of SMOTE is to insert new samples that generated randomly between minority class samples and their neighbors, which can increase the number of minority class samples and improve the situation of class imbalance [36] [37] [38] [39] .
Firstly, the K nearest neighbors are searched for each data sample X in the minority class samples. Assuming that the sampling magnification of the dataset is N, N samples are randomly selected from K nearest neighbors (there must be K > N), and the N samples are recorded as y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y N . The data samples X and y i are correlated, and the corresponding random interpolation operation is performed by the correlation formula between X and y i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N) to obtain the interpolated sample p i , so that N corresponding minority class samples are constructed for each data sample.
The interpolation formula is as follows:
where X represents a data sample in minority class samples, rand(0, 1) represents a random number within the interval (0,1), and y i represents the ith of the N nearest neighbors of the data sample X. The sampling magnification N depends on the imbalanced degree of the dataset. The formula for calculating the imbalanced level (IL) between the majority class and the minority class of the dataset is as follows:
where round(IL) represents the value obtained by rounding up the IL. Through the above interpolation operation, the majority class samples and the minority class samples can be effectively balanced, thereby improving the classification accuracy of imbalanced datasets. In order to represent the interpolation process of SMOTE, it is assumed that there is a two-dimensional dataset, taking one of the data sample points X, whose coordinates are (8, 4) . The random value of rand (0,1) is set to 0.5, and the coordinates of a nearest sample point of X are set to (2, 6) . The representations of data sample X and its five nearest neighbors is shown in Figure 1a. balanced, thereby improving the classification accuracy of imbalanced datasets.
In order to represent the interpolation process of SMOTE, it is assumed that there is a twodimensional dataset, taking one of the data sample points X, whose coordinates are (8, 4) . The random value of rand (0,1) is set to 0.5, and the coordinates of a nearest sample point of X are set to (2, 6) . The representations of data sample X and its five nearest neighbors is shown in Figure 1a . Figure 1a shows that the data sample X(8,4) has obtained its five nearest neighbors (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 , y 5 ), and now the sampling operation between X and the neighbor y 3 is performed.
According to Equations (1) and (2), the following results can be obtained:
That is, the newly generated interpolation is p 3 (5, 5). The whole interpolation process for generating new data is represented on the two-dimensional axis as shown in Figure 1b . It can be seen from the figure that the sampling of SMOTE is a random interpolation operation on the line between the data sample and its nearest neighbor. This method can be regarded as a linear interpolation, but its effect has been greatly improved compared with the simple replication of original data samples. Now consider a more obvious imbalanced dataset. Suppose that there are 30 samples in the majority class and eight samples in the minority class. The distribution of the dataset is shown in Figure 2a . It can be seen from the figure that the difference between the majority class samples and the minority class samples is large. If data classification is performed in this case, the accuracy of data classification will be seriously reduced. Therefore, SMOTE is used to oversample the imbalanced data. According to the principle of SMOTE and the Equation (1), it can be known that when the sampling magnification is 4, it is possible to make the minority class samples reach the same number as the majority class samples. ( , , , , ) y y y y y , and now the sampling operation between X and the neighbor 3 y is performed.
According to Equation (1) and Equation (2), the following results can be obtained:
That is, the newly generated interpolation is 3 (5,5) p .
The whole interpolation process for generating new data is represented on the two-dimensional axis as shown in Figure 1b . It can be seen from the figure that the sampling of SMOTE is a random interpolation operation on the line between the data sample and its nearest neighbor. This method can be regarded as a linear interpolation, but its effect has been greatly improved compared with the simple replication of original data samples. Now consider a more obvious imbalanced dataset. Suppose that there are 30 samples in the majority class and eight samples in the minority class. The distribution of the dataset is shown in Figure 2a . It can be seen from the figure that the difference between the majority class samples and the minority class samples is large. If data classification is performed in this case, the accuracy of data classification will be seriously reduced. Therefore, SMOTE is used to oversample the imbalanced data. According to the principle of SMOTE and the Equation (1), it can be known that when the sampling magnification is 4, it is possible to make the minority class samples reach the same number as the majority class samples. The effect of oversampling the whole imbalanced dataset with SMOTE is shown in Figure 2b . The circle represents minority class, the square represents majority class, and the triangle represents synthetic data. It can be seen from the figure that for each minority class sample, four minority class samples of its nearest neighbors are selected for interpolation operation, and all interpolations are on a certain line between the original minority class sample and its nearest neighbor. The effect of oversampling the whole imbalanced dataset with SMOTE is shown in Figure 2b . The circle represents minority class, the square represents majority class, and the triangle represents synthetic data. It can be seen from the figure that for each minority class sample, four minority class samples of its nearest neighbors are selected for interpolation operation, and all interpolations are on a certain line between the original minority class sample and its nearest neighbor.
Through the analysis of SMOTE and the analysis of the imbalanced dataset before oversampling, it can be seen that the oversampling algorithm based on SMOTE has the following advantages. Firstly, SMOTE reduces the limitations and blindness of the oversampling algorithm for imbalanced data in the sampling process. The sampling method before SMOTE is a random upward sampling method, which can balance the dataset, but the sampling effect is not ideal because of the serious lack of principle of random sampling. The basic mathematical theory of linear interpolation is adopted by SMOTE. For data sample X, K samples of its nearest neighbors are selected, and then data are generated purposefully according to certain mathematical rules, which can effectively avoid blindness and limitations. Secondly, SMOTE effectively reduces the phenomenon of over-fitting. The method of replicating data is adopted by the traditional over-sampling technology. Since the decision domain becomes smaller in the sampling process, it leads to over-fitting. SMOTE can effectively avoid this defect.
Random Forest Algorithm
Random forest is an ensemble learning model which takes decision tree as a basic classifier. It contains several decision trees trained by the method of Bagging [40] . When a sample to be classified is entered, the final classification result is determined by the vote of the output of a single decision tree. Random forest overcomes the over-fitting problem of decision trees, has good tolerance to noise and anomaly values, and has good scalability and parallelism to the problem of high-dimensional data classification. In addition, random forest is a non-parametric classification method and driven by data. It trains classification rules by learning given samples, and does not require prior knowledge of classification.
The random forest model is based on K decision trees. Each tree votes on which class a given independent variable X belongs to, and only one vote is given to the class it considers most appropriate [41] [42] [43] . The description of the K decision trees is as follows:
Among them, K is the number of decision trees contained in random forests. θ k represents independent and identically distributed random vectors.
The steps to generate a random forest are as follows:
1.
The method of random repeated sampling is applied to randomly extract K samples from the original training set as self-service sample set, and then K classification regression trees are generated.
2.
Assuming that the original training set has n features, m features are randomly selected at each node of each tree (m ≤ n). By calculating the amount of information contained in each feature, a feature with the most classification ability is selected among the m features for node splitting. 3.
Every tree grows to its maximum without any cutting. 4.
The generated trees are composed of random forest, and the new data is classified by random forest. The classification results are determined by the number of votes of the tree classifiers.
The similarity and correlation of decision trees are important features of random forest to reflect generalization performance, while generalization error reflects generalization ability of the system. Generalization ability is the ability of the system to make correct judgments on new data with the same distribution outside the training sample set. Smaller generalization error can make the system get better performance and stronger generalization ability. The generalization error is defined as follows:
where PE * represents the generalization error, the subscript X, Y indicates the definition space of the probability, and mr(X, Y) is the margin function. The margin function is defined as follows:
where X is the input sample, Y is the correct classification, and J is the incorrect classification. I(g) is an indicative function, avg k (g) means averaging, and h(g) represents a sequence of classification model. The margin function reflects the extent to which the numbers of votes for the correct classification corresponding to sample X exceeds the maximum number of votes for other incorrect classifications.
The larger the value of margin function is, the higher the confidence of the classifier will be. The convergence expression of generalization error is defined as follows:
The above formula indicates that the generalization error will tend to an upper bound, and the model will not over-fit with the increase of the number of decision trees.
The upper bound of the generalization error is available, depending on the classification strength of the single tree and the correlation between the trees. The random forest model aims to establish a random forest with low correlation and high classification intensity. Classification intensity S is the mathematical expectation of mr(X, Y) in the whole sample space:
θ and θ are independent and identically distributed vectors, and the correlation coefficients of mr(θ, X, Y) and mr(θ , X, Y) is defined as follows:
Among them, sd(θ) can be expressed as follows:
In Equation (9), the correlation between the trees of h(X, θ) and h(X, θ ) on the dataset of X and Y can be measured by the ρ. The larger the ρ, the larger the correlation coefficient.
According to Chebyshev inequality, the upper bound of generalization error can be derived:
It can be seen that the bound of generalization error of random forest is negatively correlated with the classification intensity S of a single decision tree and positively correlated with the correlation P between decision trees. That is, the larger the classification intensity S, the smaller the correlation P. The smaller the bound of generalization error is, the higher the classification accuracy of the random forest will be.
Intrusion Detection Technology Combined with SMOTE and Random Forest
The intrusion detection for wireless sensor networks can be regarded as a classification problem, and the dataset can be divided into normal data and attack data. To solve the problem of class imbalance between normal data and attack data and improve the classification accuracy, SMOTE is used to oversample the dataset. After oversampling, the training set is reconstructed and the original data of class imbalance is balanced. Then the random forest algorithm is used to train the new training set, which has been balanced. Finally, the classifier is generated to realize the intrusion detection for wireless sensor networks. The architecture of intrusion detection system proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 3 . The steps of intrusion detection for wireless sensor networks based on SMOTE and random forest algorithm are as follows:
1. Suppose that the sample space of attack data of wireless sensor networks is P and the sample space of normal data is Q. P consists of n samples of attack data, and i Y represents the features of the i th attack data. Thus, P can be represented as R is generated by sampling from the data sample space R using the method of Bootstrap, and a decision tree is constructed by j R .
The k
features are randomly extracted from the nodes of each decision tree. By calculating the amount of information contained in each feature, a feature with the most classification ability is selected among the k features to split the nodes until the tree grows to the The steps of intrusion detection for wireless sensor networks based on SMOTE and random forest algorithm are as follows:
1.
Suppose that the sample space of attack data of wireless sensor networks is P and the sample space of normal data is Q. P consists of n samples of attack data, and Y i represents the features of the ith attack data. Thus, P can be represented as
2.
For each sample Y i in the attack data set, the Euclidean distance is used to calculate the distance from it to all other samples in P, and its K nearest neighbors are obtained.
3.
The sampling magnification N is set according to the ratio of the number of attack data samples P to the number of normal data samples Q. N neighbors are randomly selected from the K nearest neighbors of each attack data sample Y i , recorded as Y j , where j = 1, 2, · · · , N.
4.
Each randomly-selected neighbor sample B constructs a new attack data sample with attack data sample D according to Equation (12) . The rand(0, 1) represents a random number of the interval [0,1]:
5.
Combine the constructed new samples with the normal data samples Q to generate a new data sample space R.
6.
Assuming X i represents the ith data sample, then R = {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X n }. For each sample, there are f features, which are recorded as X i = {F i1 , F i2 , · · · , F i f }. Select the decision tree and use it as the base classifier.
7.
A new training set R j is generated by sampling from the data sample space R using the method of Bootstrap, and a decision tree is constructed by R j . 
8.
The k(k ≤ f ) features are randomly extracted from the nodes of each decision tree. By calculating the amount of information contained in each feature, a feature with the most classification ability is selected among the k features to split the nodes until the tree grows to the maximum. 9.
Repeat steps 7 and 8 for m times to train m decision trees. 10. The generated decision trees are composed of random forest, and the new data is classified by the random forest. The classification results are determined by the number of votes of the tree classifiers.
The method of SMOTE + random forest takes attack data as a minority class and generates new attack data through SMOTE, which reduces the difference in the number of attack data and normal data, and reduces the imbalance of the training set. The method can obtain better classification effect and effectively improve the accuracy of intrusion detection for wireless sensor networks.
Experimental Results and Analysis

Dataset and Evaluation Indicators
The KDD Cup 99 dataset [44] , which is widely recognized in the field of intrusion detection, is used as training and testing set. The dataset is a network traffic data set created by MIT Lincoln Laboratory by simulating the local area network environment of the U.S. Air Force. There are different probability distributions for testing data and training data, and the testing set contains some types of attacks that do not appear in the training set, which makes the intrusion detection more realistic.
The dataset has 41 different attributes, and it can be divided into five different types, one normal type and four attack types (DoS, Probing, U2R, and R2L). Denial of service (DoS) attacks prevent legitimate requests for network resources by consuming bandwidth or overloading computational resources. Probing attack refers to when an attacker scans the network to collect information about the target system before launching an attack. User to root (U2R) attack refers to that legitimate users obtain the root access right of the system by illegal means. Root to local (R2L) attack refers to the attack method of gaining access to the local host by sending customized network packets. Since the dataset is too large, 49,402 records are randomly selected from the "10% KDD Cup 99 training set" as training data, and 31,102 records are randomly selected from the "KDD Cup 99 corrected labeled test dataset" as testing data. The distribution of various types of data in training set and testing set is shown in Figure 4 . The method of SMOTE + random forest takes attack data as a minority class and generates new attack data through SMOTE, which reduces the difference in the number of attack data and normal data, and reduces the imbalance of the training set. The method can obtain better classification effect and effectively improve the accuracy of intrusion detection for wireless sensor networks.
Experimental Results and Analysis
Dataset and Evaluation Indicators
The dataset has 41 different attributes, and it can be divided into five different types, one normal type and four attack types (DoS, Probing, U2R, and R2L). Denial of service (DoS) attacks prevent legitimate requests for network resources by consuming bandwidth or overloading computational resources. Probing attack refers to when an attacker scans the network to collect information about the target system before launching an attack. User to root (U2R) attack refers to that legitimate users obtain the root access right of the system by illegal means. Root to local (R2L) attack refers to the attack method of gaining access to the local host by sending customized network packets. Since the dataset is too large, 49,402 records are randomly selected from the "10% KDD Cup 99 training set" as training data, and 31,102 records are randomly selected from the "KDD Cup 99 corrected labeled test dataset" as testing data. The distribution of various types of data in training set and testing set is shown in Figure 4 . In intrusion detection systems, accuracy, precision, AUC, etc. are usually used as indicators to evaluate the system [45, 46] . Accuracy is the proportion of the records correctly classified, which is defined as follows:
TP TN accuracy TP TN FN FP
Among them, TP refers to the number of records that attack behavior is recognized as attack behavior, TN refers to the number of records that normal behavior is recognized as normal behavior, FP refers to the number of records that normal behavior is recognized as attack behavior, FN refers to the number of records that attack behavior is recognized as normal behavior.
Precision is the proportion of the records that are actually attacks in the records that are In intrusion detection systems, accuracy, precision, AUC, etc. are usually used as indicators to evaluate the system [45, 46] . Accuracy is the proportion of the records correctly classified, which is defined as follows:
Precision is the proportion of the records that are actually attacks in the records that are predicted to attacks. Precision is higher, indicating that the false positive rate (FPR) of the system is lower. Precision is defined as follows:
Area under the curve (AUC) is defined as the area under the ROC curve. Obviously, the value of this area will not be greater than 1. Because ROC curve is generally above the line y = x, AUC ranges from 0.5 to 1. The AUC value is used as the evaluation criterion because ROC curve cannot clearly explain which classifier is better in many cases, and AUC as a numerical value can intuitively explain that the classifier with larger AUC has better effect.
Results and Comparison
The experimental environment of this experiment is mainly based on Weka [47] , a famous open source software for machine learning and data mining. All comparison algorithms are also derived from the data packages provided by Weka. The experiment was implemented on 2.6 GHz Intel core i5-3320M processor with 4GB RAM. In this paper, the classical single classifiers and ensemble classifiers in Weka are selected and compared. The single classifiers include J48 [48] , NaiveBayes [49] , LibSVM [50] , and the ensemble classifiers include Bagging [51] , AdaBoostM1 [52] , and RandomForest [53] .
The precision of each classifier is shown in Table 1 . It can be seen from the table that the classification results of minority classes, such as probing, U2R, and R2L, are poor, and the problem of class imbalance is obvious. The AUC value of each classifier is shown in Table 2 . It can be seen from the table that classifiers such as J48, AdaboostM1 and RandomForest have better classification effect than LibSVM, NaiveBayes and Bagging for the problem of class imbalance. The training time and testing time of each classifier are shown in Figure 5a . It can be seen from the figure that the training and testing time of LibSVM classifier is much longer than other classifiers, and the data processing speed is slower. The accuracy of each classifier is shown in Figure 5b . It can be seen from the figure that the accuracy of the J48, Bagging, and RandomForest classifiers is high, especially the classification effect of the RandomForest classifier is the best. Since the classification effect of minority classes, such as probing, U2R, and R2L, is poor, the method of SMOTE is used to solve the problem of class imbalance. In order to verify the effect of the previous six classifiers combined with the SMOTE, the classifiers are tested with the SMOTE respectively. The precision and AUC value of each classifier combined with the SMOTE are shown in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively. It can be seen from the table that values of precision and AUC have been improved. The training time and testing time of each classifier combined with the SMOTE are shown in Figure 6a . It can be seen from the figure that the training time and testing time of each classifier are significantly shortened. The accuracy of each classifier combined with the SMOTE is shown in Figure  6b . It can be seen from the figure that the accuracy of Bagging and RandomForest classifiers has been improved after using the method of SMOTE. In this experiment, the accuracy of the method of SMOTE+RandomForest reaches 92.57%, which is the best performance of all methods. Since the classification effect of minority classes, such as probing, U2R, and R2L, is poor, the method of SMOTE is used to solve the problem of class imbalance. In order to verify the effect of the previous six classifiers combined with the SMOTE, the classifiers are tested with the SMOTE respectively. The precision and AUC value of each classifier combined with the SMOTE are shown in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively. It can be seen from the table that values of precision and AUC have been improved. The training time and testing time of each classifier combined with the SMOTE are shown in Figure 6a . It can be seen from the figure that the training time and testing time of each classifier are significantly shortened. The accuracy of each classifier combined with the SMOTE is shown in Figure 6b . It can be seen from the figure that the accuracy of Bagging and RandomForest classifiers has been improved after using the method of SMOTE. In this experiment, the accuracy of the method of SMOTE+RandomForest reaches 92.57%, which is the best performance of all methods. Due to the similar accuracy between J48 and RandomForest, the comparative experiments under datasets with different sampling proportions are carried out. Five different datasets are randomly selected from "10% KDD Cup 99 training set" and "KDD Cup 99 corrected labeled test dataset" according to 5%, 7.5%, 10%, 12.5%, and 15% sampling proportions. The amount of training data and testing data in each dataset is shown in Table 5 . The comparison of the performance of J48, RandomForest, S+J48, and S+RandomForest under different proportions of datasets is shown in Figure 7 . It can be seen from the figure that the accuracy of RandomForest is better than that of J48, the accuracy of J48 and RandomForest combined with SMOTE is higher than that without SMOTE. 
Conclusions
The intrusion detection for wireless sensor networks is an important subject in the field of the security of wireless sensor networks. Due to the class imbalance in KDD Cup 99 dataset, this study combines the SMOTE with the random forest algorithm, and proposes an ensemble classifier for Due to the similar accuracy between J48 and RandomForest, the comparative experiments under datasets with different sampling proportions are carried out. Five different datasets are randomly selected from "10% KDD Cup 99 training set" and "KDD Cup 99 corrected labeled test dataset" according to 5%, 7.5%, 10%, 12.5%, and 15% sampling proportions. The amount of training data and testing data in each dataset is shown in Table 5 . The comparison of the performance of J48, RandomForest, S+J48, and S+RandomForest under different proportions of datasets is shown in Figure 7 . It can be seen from the figure that the accuracy of RandomForest is better than that of J48, the accuracy of J48 and RandomForest combined with SMOTE is higher than that without SMOTE. Due to the similar accuracy between J48 and RandomForest, the comparative experiments under datasets with different sampling proportions are carried out. Five different datasets are randomly selected from "10% KDD Cup 99 training set" and "KDD Cup 99 corrected labeled test dataset" according to 5%, 7.5%, 10%, 12.5%, and 15% sampling proportions. The amount of training data and testing data in each dataset is shown in Table 5 . The comparison of the performance of J48, RandomForest, S+J48, and S+RandomForest under different proportions of datasets is shown in Figure 7 . It can be seen from the figure that the accuracy of RandomForest is better than that of J48, the accuracy of J48 and RandomForest combined with SMOTE is higher than that without SMOTE. 
The intrusion detection for wireless sensor networks is an important subject in the field of the security of wireless sensor networks. Due to the class imbalance in KDD Cup 99 dataset, this study combines the SMOTE with the random forest algorithm, and proposes an ensemble classifier for 
The intrusion detection for wireless sensor networks is an important subject in the field of the security of wireless sensor networks. Due to the class imbalance in KDD Cup 99 dataset, this study combines the SMOTE with the random forest algorithm, and proposes an ensemble classifier for imbalanced datasets. Experiments on KDD Cup 99 dataset show that the classification accuracy of random forest algorithm has reached 92.39%, which is higher than other classification methods, such as J48, LibSVM, NaiveBayes, Bagging, and AdaboostM1. After combining with the SMOTE, the classification accuracy of the random forest has increased to 92.57%, which improves the classification effect of minority classes. The random forest method combined with the SMOTE provides an effective solution to solve the problem of class imbalance and improves the classification accuracy of intrusion detection. Moreover, this method is simple to implement and has strong generalization ability. It can be widely used in the field of the security of wireless sensor networks to improve the effect of intrusion detection for wireless sensor networks. In the future, this research will continue to find new classification methods to further improve the recognition effect of the intrusion data of wireless sensor networks.
